
Welcome to Grand Archive TCG! In this game, you control a champion selected by the Grand Archive to be a savior
of a world nearing its end. You will have a 60-card deck filled with reliable Allies, powerful Attacks, and potent Actions
in addition to a side deck of powerful equipment to help your champion emerge victorious. Defeat the other player’s
champion to win the game! Watch our “Grand Archive TCG Quick Start Guide” on YouTube to get started!

Deck Introduction
Rai is a curious mage whose desire for knowledge knows no bounds. His deck includes many strong spells that he
can use to increase his power and defeat his enemies, as well as reliable allies that can protect him. Become
enlightened in the pursuit of magic and unleash devastating spells that lay waste on the battlefield! Beware of
swordsmen whose advent of strikes may delay your preparations and warriors whose strong fortitudes are resistant
to your magic. Maintain your concentration and have faith in the arcane!

Gameplay Tips
Rai uses fire magic to burn away threats on the field while he builds up his knowledge of the Arcane. His allies will
protect him from most attacks and help channel his mana for stronger and stronger spells. When Rai reaches level 3,
he can unleash the power of Arcane magic to obliterate armies, and deal heavy damage to opposing champions! For
ruling help, join our discord! (discord.gg/grandarchivetcg) Ask questions in the #rules-help channel!

Decklist [PnP Version 1.4] (★ = Important Card)
Material Deck Main Deck

Champions Ally
Spirit of Fire x1 Blitz Mage x2
Rai, Spellcrafter x1 Dungeon Guide x2
Rai, Archmage x1 Impassioned Tutor x3
Rai, Storm Seer x1 Library Witch x4

Regalia Magus Disciple x3
Endura, Scepter of Ignition x1 Barrier Servant x3
Wind Resonance Bauble x1 Action
Tome of Knowledge  x1 Ignite the Soul x4
Surveillance Stone x1 Anger the Skies x2
Mana Limiter x1 ★Arcane Blast x4
Life Essence Amulet x1 ★Arcane Disposition x4
Crystal of Empowerment x1 Arcane Sight x4
Arcanist’s Prism x1 Careful Study x2

Creative Shock x4
★Fireball x4
Focused Flames x2
★Peer Into Mana x4
Power Overwhelming x1
Purge in Flames x2
Scry the Skies x4
Spellshield: Arcane x2
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